DEPENDABILITY

8000 SERIES PALLET TRUCKS

Shift after shift, your pallet trucks take a pounding. And with growing demands on warehouse operations, you can’t afford equipment damage or downtime. That’s why Raymond has engineered the 8000 Series pallet trucks to meet the toughest standards. Yours.

Raymond partners with customers to understand the growing demands of durability and reliability for pallet trucks. That’s how Raymond designs its trucks to withstand the roughest and most aggressive applications year after year. It’s also why we back every truck with the industry’s strongest, most comprehensive warranty—Raymond Asset Protection™.

Our design philosophy includes sourcing best-in-class components, stress-testing, and applying world-renowned manufacturing processes to provide you with the most durable, efficient and productive warehousing products. From there, we fine tune and calibrate every product for peak performance.

Raymond designs feature fewer parts and longer wearing components, minimizing your downtime so you can move more for less. That’s performance, without compromise.
The Raymond® 8000 Series pallet trucks are designed to last by sourcing best-in-class components, then fine-tuning to meet the toughest demands. That’s how Raymond brings you better durability on better trucks.

A Bell cranks and wheel forks are made of ductile iron; the same material used to make Raymond Reach-Fork® truck baselegs. Because ductile iron is stronger and more flexible than cast iron components, it yields much higher strength before breaking for long-term durability.

B Two-inch solid pull rods are designed without weak spots or threaded pins that can break and damage the pull rod.

C Boxed fork rails increase strength and stability for outstanding load handling.

D Heavy-duty pivot blocks can be changed out in minutes to minimize downtime.

E Heavy-duty casters are built to withstand rough floors and dock plates.

F Optional reinforced bumper guards feature a ½” steel guard over a ½” rubber core to absorb shocks on impact, further minimizing damage to truck and components.

G Reinforced steel gussets guard against impact to protect critical components.

Due to continuous product improvement, specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation. Some systems and features shown are optional at extra cost. Raymond, Raymond Asset Protection, Reach-Fork, and Above. And beyond. are U.S. trademarks of The Raymond Corporation.
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